MOBILITY | FLEXIBILITY | AVAILABILITY

Market Leaders
Mobile Space Solutions
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ABOUT M PROJECTS
M Projects offer instant mobile space solutions.
Operating since 1986, we are South Africa’s leading manufacturer of mobile units. Whether you require
separate panels or a complete turnkey package from conception to installation, M Projects will provide the
solution.
From accommodation to site offices, classrooms, ablutions, kitchens and clinics – we’ve got you covered.
The sky is the limit!
We only utilise quality materials and offer a choice of superior finishes, inside and out.
With close attention to detail and the highest workmanship, M Projects guarantee unrivalled quality.
Our units can be customised to suit your needs and delivered to any location, even the
remotest, nationwide or across the borders into Africa.
We offer a total service from transport and siting to quality products. We pride
ourselves in being flexible and offering professional yet personalised service.
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OUR VISION
VISION
Prosperity for all stakeholders through competitiveness and continuous growth.

VALUES
Open and honest communication. Customer satisfaction. Social responsiveness. Quality in everything we do.
Respect for people and property. Recognition and reward for effort. Teamwork, fair and equal opportunities.

MISSION
M Projects is dedicated and committed to:
Supplying a range of mobile offices, residential units and services to meet the requirements of the world market
that it services. Ensuring that products are of an outstanding quality, value for money and instil pride of ownership. Delivering and maintaining a network, which will provide superior service and excellence in
customer care.
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WHY CHOOSE MODULAR/
MOBILE
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Units are readily available giving you instant space solutions.
By reducing time on manufacture, there is a significant cost saving compared to a traditional build.
Units are custom built to suit your needs.
Units are flexible and can adapt as your business or home grows.
Units are movable and easily transported should your life or business dictate.
Units are easily refurbished.
Very little site preparation is required.
Units are easily reused and are suitable for resale making this a smart investment!
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OUR CORE PRODUCT
M Projects offer either “Volumetric” or “Modular” units.
“Modular” is delivered in flat pack form and assembled on site. Units can be fully
customisable with regard to design and shape.
“Volumetric” is built fully or partially at the factory, delivered and assembled on
site. Volumetric offers two ranges “Mach” and “Comp”.
The Mach range is the premier flagship product which has been produced by M Projects
over the last 20 years.
The Comp range is a newly developed cost effective product. It features a cathedral style
roof using a composite dual pitch roof panel giving a feeling of extra space.
The standard units are available for purchase or rent (rentals – South Africa only), giving
you instant space.
Sizes:
Length – 1,8 / 2,4 / 3 / 6 / 9,6 / 12 / 15,6 / 18m
Widths – 1,8 / 2,4 / 3 / 3,4m
Please refer to our spec sheet for detailed specifications.
Whichever option you choose, M Projects offer an unsurpassed standard with rigorous
quality procedures assuring you of only the best!
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CUSTOMISE
Whatever you can imagine, M Projects can build it!
Our drawing office is able to present options allowing functionality to suit your needs. Using
the latest drafting software, we deliver professional space planning and interior design to ensure
optimal use of the units.

“InTelligent design is the
ability to adapt to change”
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OUR PRODUCTS
OFFICES
Giving you instant office or boardroom space with minimum site preparation. All buildings
are manufactured in a strict factory environment where quality is kept to a high standard.
All units are easily customisable giving you flexible accommodation to suit your business.
Multi-Slice:
We also offer a versatile “Multi-Slice” mobile range allowing you to adapt and grow your
working space as your business demands. Individual units – or “slices”, can be added or
removed and each unit can be designed around your specifications.
“Slices” can be placed end to end or even side by side allowing a wide variety of styles and
configurations. These units are manufactured in our factory, transported to site where
they are joined and sealed. All that is required is a flat site. Should any additional site
preparation be required, M Projects are able to assist subject to quoting.
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“the flexibility to grow with your business”
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RESIDENTIAL UNITS AND LOG CABINS
M Projects’ spacious, self-contained, low maintenance residential units are perfect for
camps, holiday cottages, retirement homes, granny flats, guest cottages, garden
offices – the possibilities are endless.
Units can be custom built in terms of shape and size, to suit your needs. A plethora of
fixtures and fittings to choose from will allow you to make the space your own!
M Projects will also handle the transportation and erection of units as well as any
additional site preparation, subject to quoting.
As with all our units, they are easily uplifted and moved making this a extremely
financially viable option!
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Educational Units
The ever-increasing need to educate our children has eclipsed
the infrastructure at hand and M Projects have just the solution
for the instant supply of classroom space. Whether you need
training rooms, lecture halls or classrooms you’ll find our range
top of the class.
Choose from a wide range of volumetric or modular classrooms
to give pupils and teachers an ideal learning environment.
And, as with all our units, we can offer customisation along with
all the accessories you would expect in a classroom.
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“a comfortable environment allows a positive
learning experience”
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Medical Units
From clinics to wards, our medical units are custom designed
and fitted to your needs. The finishes in these units are of
the highest quality and provide exceptionally hygienic
conditions and standards. All components carry
1S0 accreditation.
Units are customisable and can be equipped according to
specification.
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Ablutions
From change rooms to larger ablution blocks, our ablution facilities come fully equipped
and are readily available.
Our standard units are available for hire or purchase and can be tailored to
your requirements.
Standard ablution units are fitted with the following:

Additional options:

• Stainless steel basins.
• Porcelain urinals.
• Porcelain toilet pans and plastic cisterns.
• Showers with shower curtains.
• Floor drains.
• Extractor fans on independent isolators.
• High pressure geysers.
• Tile splash backs.

• Porcelain basins with pedestals.
• 1700mm White plexicor baths.
• Aluminium shower doors.
• Fully tiled shower areas.
• Stainless steel sanitaryware in lieu of porcelain.
• Gas or solar water heating options.
• Units can be divided into male/female sections.

As with all our units, should the standard units not fulfil your requirements, M Projects will gladly tackle any customising required.
What’s more these units are easily uplifted and relocated making this a financially viable option.
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Panel Supply
M Projects will also supply loose panels for all your building, refrigeration or export requirements.
Panels are manufactured at our Polyurethane Panel Plant with the following
equipment being the backbone of the operation:
• Combination ECB roll former and cut to length line with protective plastic application for Chromadek.
• 12m Manni dual panel press.
• High pressure Cannon polyurethane unit.
Panel dimensions can be made to various lengths and thicknesses.
The sandwich wall construction includes a high insulation core. Each panel includes a hardwearing
chromadek external/internal finish as standard. As a further option panels can be cladded with an
attractive wood grain finish plywood, fibre cement or magnesium oxide.
The polyurethane panel quality is extremely high, from both a finish and structural aspect. It is highly
insulated and is bug, rodent and fire resistant.

Polyurethane
Core
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Female
Extrusion

Male
Extrusion

White
Rigidised
0.5mm
Chromadek
Exterior

3.6mm
Oak Ply
Interior
Finish

3.6mm
Oak Ply
Interior
Finish

Polyurethane
Core

White
Rigidised
0.5mm
Chromadek
Exterior
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SERVICES
Rentals
Whether you need a single office or a range of facilities for a
workforce on a major project, M Projects can provide you with
instant solutions from our fleet of rental units.
Our fleet comprises of:
• Offices
• Ablutions
• Sleepers
• Classrooms
All our units are delivered to site fully refurbished and can be
occupied with minimal setup required.
Optional extras include:
• Air conditioners
• Burglar guards
• Blinds / curtains & tracks
• External steps
• Furniture
• Siting
Rentals available in South Africa only.

Maintenance and Refurbishment
M Projects are always a phone call away and will be glad to
assist with any maintenance issues you may require.
M Projects can offer full or partial refurbishment of your
building to almost any specification. These can be carried out
both at our premises and on site with a programme to suit your
needs and budget.
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Transportation
The ability to move easily is what makes our mobile units a great alternative to traditional buildings.
M Projects has a large fleet of vehicles from heavy duty mechanical horse and trailer rigs to wellequipped erection crews. This fleet is able to deliver, move and offload all your volumetric buildings,
equipment and quality finishes to wherever you need it.
These vehicles are also available for hire should you wish to relocate existing units.

Erection and Assembly of Buildings
M Projects provides hassle free installation by a skilled and professional team. By partnering with only
the best service providers, M Projects provides turnkey solutions, such as perimeter fencing, total
electrical, water and sewer reticulation and supply of furniture and smalls.

Site Preparation and Civil Works
Subject to quotation, the team at M Projects can ensure that any ground work is done in preparation for
the siting of your unit. This includes any ground preparation, plumbing or electrical work required.
As an additional service M Projects is able to offer Site Preparation for any requirement you may have
e.g. relocation of existing unit etc.
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FINISHES
Carpeting
Structured Needlepunch
Stainproof Miracle Fibre (Polypropylene) & Stainproof Eco Fibre Blend
Heavy Commercial
Berber Point 920 - the undisputed heavyweight champion, now with recycled content. A choice of 27 colours, all with recycled
content, and seven new colours to choose from. Berber Point 920 is the good looking, resilient solution for any commercial
eco friendly flooring application. Its durability and hardwearing performance has been proven worldwide, making it the standard
against which other commercial carpet tile flooring is judged. This superior product is available in broadloom or as convenient
ResinBac or NexBac Eco carpet tiles.

Turkey

Storm

Steel Grey

Stargaze

Senegal

Red Barn

Jute

Hurricane

Peacock

Charcoal

Cavern

Carbon

Painted
Desert

Nile Blue

Arctic Blue

Neutral
Beige

Boron

Azure

Kenya

Agate

Neon

Mica

Meranti

Mali

Maldives

Lava

Tiles: Customer’s choice
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Mink

Flooring
Domestic Vinyl
Fully flexible vinyl floor sheeting and tiles are available in
two gauges and a range of 16 standard colours. Superflex
combines a distinctive yet forgiving marble effect with high
standards of performance in terms of durability.
- Herb Green is standard, unless otherwise specified.

Charcoal

Fiery Red

Ash Grey

Whisper Grey Cloud Grey

Burnt Orange Herb Green

Blue
Embossed

Black
Embossed

Brown
Embossed

Green
Embossed

Sky Blue

Grey
Embossed

Terracotta
Embossed

Black
Minidome

Green
Minidome

Blue
Minidome

Grey
Minidome

Fennel

Purple Rain

Russian Blue

Bone

Hazelnut

Fired-Clay

Citrus

Sandalwood

Domestic Vinyl Wood Effect

Miami Tibet

Industrial Vinyl
In a choice of two surface finishes that includes a range of six
embossed colours, available in 2.00mm and 3.5mm gauges;
and a range of four studded minidome colours, available
in 3.50mm thickness only. Industrial vinyl is designed for
industrial applications where aesthetic appearance is of less
significance than performance.
- Embossed Green is standard, unless otherwise specified.

- All finishes can be customised according to specifications e.g. lighting, furniture,
plumbing etc.
- Colour options may not display correctly due to differing print technologies. Please consult
with our sales staff, who will supply samples for your perusal.
- All options are dependent on availability with varying lead times.
- Prices may vary according to product or colour chosen.
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Internal Walls
Chromadek ®:
Choose between two finishes. Any other colour specification can be supplied via spray application.

Cladding/facade:

Timber Log
Frost White

Gemsbok
Sand

Oak Ply

Fibre Cement

Shiplap

- Timber log available in a variety of stains.
- External paint colours available according to preference.

Windows
Windows are available in either aluminium (natural, bronze
or powder coated) or timber.

Oak Ply
- Internal paint colours available according to preference.

External Walls
Chromadek ® :
choose between two finishes. Any other colour specification
can be supplied via spray application.

Frost White

Choose from the following applications:
• Concertina
• Sliding
• Cottage Pane
• Casement (top or side hung)
- All finishes can be customised according to specifications
e.g. lighting, furniture, plumbing etc.
- Colour options may not display correctly due to differing
print technologies. Please consult with our sales staff, who
will supply samples for your perusal.
- All options are dependent on availability with varying
lead times.
- Prices may vary according to product or colour chosen.

Gemsbok
Sand

Additional:
M-Projects also offer non standard options for internal and external claddings for specialised environments
e.g. stainless steel or glass fibre.
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TRIMS & ROOFING
Chromadek ® available in a variety of colours.

Frost White

Sandstone
Beige

Gemsbok
Sand

Umhlanga
Wave

Kingfisher
Blue

Azure Blue

Aloe Green

Traffic Green

Dove Grey

Dark Dolphin

Kalahari Red

Buffalo
Brown
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OUR MANUFACTURING
PROCESS
Coupled with expertise earned in the marketplace, attention
to detail and quality materials, M Projects’ units stand proud.
Our units are designed to provide a flexible and functional
space. The panels making up the units offer full insulation
thanks to a polyurethane core and a hardwearing chromadek
external cladding.
All fixtures and fittings are also sourced or manufactured with
an eye to providing the highest quality product.
Our two production plants have enabled M Projects to
become established market leaders in the industry.

WARRANTY
We offer the following warranties, for your reassurance and peace of mind:
Structural - a two year (24 month) structural integrity warranty covers chassis, external walls,
floors, roof and ceilings.
Product warranty – covering electronic fittings and fixtures, plumbing fitting and fixtures and air
conditioning – 12 months.
However, M Projects buildings are built to last a lifetime. Should you have any concerns please do
not hesitate to contact us.
• Subject to Terms and Conditions
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17 The Avenue East, Prospecton | P.O. Box 495, Umbogintwini, 4120
Durban, South Africa
Tel: +27(0)31 902 9755 (DBN) | Tel: +27(0)11 902 9755 (JHB)
Fax: +27(0)31 902 2903
Email: mprojects@mprojects.co.za | Website: www.mprojects.co.za

